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HELPING OUR COMMUNITY
LIVE HAPPIER AND
HEALTHIER LIVES

THROUGH ALL THINGS
HEMP. 

ORGANIC ISN’T
SOMETHING WE SAY, IT’S
SOMETHING WE PROVE.
If a product isn’t certified organic, how
can you trust it’s actually organic? We
proudly display the USDA organic logo
on our products to let you know which
products are truly organic. We will
gladly provide our USDA
documentation whenever possible.

OUR QUALITY ISN'T
JUST A MARKETING
SLOGAN
We understand that everybody claims
to have the best quality CBD, but we
truly put our word to the test. Every
step of our process is backed by 3rd
party lab results. From soil to seed,
from harvest to trim, and extraction to
bottle, all of our CBD undergoes
rigorous testing to ensure that you are
getting exactly what you're paying for
and nothing less. This peace of mind is
so much more than something you can
trust - it 's something you can trace. 



WHERE is the ECS located?
The two main ECS receptors - CB1 & CB2 - are
found within the brain, nervous system, and
throughout the rest of the body including
internal organs. 

THC-Free Balm

Full Spectrum Softgels

Full Spectrum Lotion

The reason why CBD is so popular is because of
how CBD works. We all have an endocannabinoid
system (ECS) and CBD (along with other
cannabinoids) plays a pivotal role in this system
as it interacts with receptors already within our
body to help maintain homeostasis. 
 
Homeostasis is a balance point when our bodies
are functioning at optimal levels.Unfortunately
life is a bombardment of factors that throw us
off homeostasis. In short, the question isn’t what
keeps us from homeostasis but rather how do we
get back to peak performance through
homestasis. This is exactly why we believe most
everyone should enjoy using CBD in the
appropriate manner.

CBD & THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEMWHEN QUALITY IS THROUGH
THE ROOF AND PRICING HITS

THE FLOOR, YOU WIN!

Full Spectrum Tincture

Zero THC Tincture
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500mg
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750mg

Natural Flavor

Citrus Flavor

Zero THC
available

Zero THC
available

WHAT MAKES
YOU BLOOM?
We all strive to be the best versions of
ourselves but, let’s face it, sometimes we need
help. Whatever complexities life throws your
way, Bloom is here to help you restore, recover,
and relax. 
 
Our products are designed to supplement your
ECS and help bring you back to homeostasis; a
place where we can all be the best version of
ourselves. With convenient, suggested serving
sizes that last the typical consumer 30 days, it’s
easier than ever to develop a routine using
Bloom Hemp’s CBD products.


